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It was a big, busy year in the Philadelphia restaurant world, with dozens of fledgling operations
doing their part to diversify the scene. Here are just 10 of the city’s best 2013 debuts.

Noord
Elegant but approachable Dutch and Scandinavian cooking is the specialty at chef Joncarl
Lachman’s distinctive BYOB, a warm and welcoming room on booming East Passyunk Avenue.

Cheu Noodle Bar
While Philly’s roster of Japanese ramen parlors satisfies a typical noodle hankering, Cheu’s Ben
Puchowitz appeals to the open-minded slurper, playing with bold Asian-influenced flavors that
aren’t constricted by tradition.

Serpico
One of Philly’s most beautiful new restaurants is also one of the city’s most exciting. Challenging to
define, Peter Serpico’s food is built around interesting ingredients presented with a clarity of flavor.

Pizzeria Beddia
A single-pizzaiolo operation, Joe Beddia’s teeny, quality-obsessed Fishtown parlor has positioned
itself as one of Philly’s dough-tossing leaders. The slower, more intimate pizza experience requires
a bit of a wait, but Beddia devotees don’t seem to mind.

Jerry’s Bar
A shot-and-beer bar reimagined into a polished neighborhood hang, Jerry’s has quickly become a
Northern Liberties go-to, thanks in no small part to chef Marshall Green’s smart, accessible menu.

Le Chéri
Pierre and Charlotte Calmels of Bibou have expanded their Gallic reach to Rittenhouse with this sit-
down, focusing on classic French wine and food from chef Val Stryjewski.

Avance
Chef Justin Bogle, late of Manhattan’s Michelin-starred Gilt, has reinvested in his hometown with
the exciting Avance, his progressive, tasting-focused American restaurant replacing the legendary
Le Bec-Fin.

The Fat Ham
Focused on food and drink from the American South executed with plenty of cheffy touches, Kevin
Sbraga’s second spot looks to bring culinary relevance to the tweener strip between Center City
and University City.

High Street on Market
Attached to Old City institution Fork, High Street is a separate-but-associated showcase for Eli
Kulp, allowing the chef and his team to craft creative, flavorful food from breakfast through dinner.

Laurel
A longtime Rittenhouse fixture, Nick Elmi has nailed a new contemporary vision with Laurel, yet
another highly personal, technique-fixated BYOB along East Passyunk’s nouveau Restaurant Row.


